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With the emergence of high-bitrate applications, cross stratum optimization (CSO) attracts the interest of
network operators because of its application in the joint optimization of optical networks and application
stratum resources. Given the large-scale growth and high complexity of optical networks, achieving a
more effective, accurate, and practical CSO becomes an important research focus. In this letter, we
present a CSO-oriented, unified control architecture for OpenFlow-enabled triple-M optical networks. A
novel dynamic global load balancing (DGLB) strategy with dynamic resource rating for CSO is presented
based on the proposed architecture. The DGLB strategy is then compared with four other strategies by
conducting experiments on a SOFT-based testbed with 1000 virtual nodes.
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With the emergence of future internet services (e.g., high-
bandwidth video streaming and large-bandwidth medical
and financial data), various high-performance network-
based data center (DC) applications make heavy use of
optical network resources in the form of bandwidth con-
sumption and require stringent quality of service (QoS)
to control factors such as jitter and latency[1−3]. A great
need for joint scheduling of network and application re-
sources exists, in which the latter mainly refers to the
storage and computational resources of various types
and granularities (e.g., CPU, memory, and virtualization
modules (VMs)) in DCs. Therefore, to meet the QoS
requirements, cross stratum optimization (CSO) is pro-
posed as an architecture that allows global optimization
and control across optical networks and application stra-
tum resources[4]. CSO can enhance the responsiveness to
end-to-end DC demands and effectively reduce the prob-
ability of blocking[5]. Given the recent large-scale growth
and high complexity of optical networks, earlier complex
CSO algorithms (e.g., static load balancing (SLB) strat-
egy and integer linear programming for CSO[5,6]) have
been unable to adapt to multi-constraint, multi-domain,
and multi-layer (i.e., triple-M) optical networks. There-
fore, achieving a more effective, accurate, and practical
CSO has become a challenge facing triple-M optical net-
works.

Recently, the software-defined network (SDN), a
promising centralized control architecture enabled by the
OpenFlow protocol, has gained popularity by supporting
programmable optical network functionalities[7−9], which
in turn allows applications to converse with the control
software of optical network devices and resources[10].
SDN/OpenFlow aims to facilitate the rapid application
of available network resources by using a centralized soft-
ware control method and protocol[11,12]. Therefore, from

an operator’s point of view, OpenFlow-based unified con-
trol must be applied to achieve CSO, thereby allowing
applications to customize network resources to enable the
dynamic joint optimization of the cross-optical network
and application resources at varying levels of granularity
and to achieve cooperation in multi-domain scenarios.
To the best of our knowledge, this concept has yet to be
addressed.

In light of the above factors, this letter proposes a
novel, CSO-oriented, unified control architecture in
OpenFlow-enabled triple-M optical networks (SOFT),
which contains hierarchical controllers that maintain
cross stratum resources for CSO. A novel dynamic global
load balancing (DGLB) strategy featuring a dynamic
resource rating method for CSO is also introduced based
on the proposed architecture. The key performance of
the DGLB strategy is validated and compared with those
of other resource selection strategies, namely, random-
based strategy (RBS), application-based strategy (ABS),
network-based strategy (NBS), and SLB strategy, by us-
ing a SOFT-based testbed with 1 000 virtual nodes.

SOFT is depicted as a scalable architecture for
OpenFlow-enabled triple-M optical networks in Fig.
1(a). SOFT emphasizes the interworking between the
application controller (AC) and service controller (SC)
on the basis of OpenFlow to realize the CSO of appli-
cation and network resources across the entire network.
The centralized AC is responsible for maintaining appli-
cation resources in DC, whereas SC sustains the resources
of the multi-layer networks (e.g., WDM and OTN) vir-
tualized from each local domain. The AC customizes
the appropriate virtual network resources from related
SCs on the basis of traffic requests by using an extended
OpenFlow protocol (EOP). Additionally, DGLB, an en-
gine used to choose the optimal destination in the AC, is
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implemented based on both the application in question
and the virtual network resources. The SC applies the
service-aware path computation element (SA-PCE) al-
gorithm according to the results of each related domain.
Multiple SCs interact with security checks while com-
pleting collaboration among multiple domains by means
of EOP. OpenFlow-enabled routers and optical nodes
in SOFT are realized by extending the EOP rules[13].
The responsibilities and interactions among entities are
provided in Fig. 1(b).

When the OpenFlow parser (OP) receives a new flow,
OP maps this flow into request parameters and forwards
the flow to the server selection engine (SSE). The cer-
tified request is transmitted to the application resource
virtualization module (ARVM) for application resource
processing. The ARVM responds to the SSE with the
suitable virtual application resource obtained from the
DC network. In turn, the SSE customizes the virtual
network information with desirable granularity from the
SC. After completing the DGLB, the SSE chooses the
optimal server or virtual machine for users, allocates ap-
plication resources, and determines the location of the
application or the location where virtual machines are
migrated. On the basis of the result, the AC transmits
the application requirements to the related SCs via OP.
When the data process (DP) in the SCs receives the
server/VM location and the service type, the DP trans-
lates this profile into connection and service parameters
within the transport network (e.g., bandwidth, delay, and
jitter) and then forwards the network resource profile to
the path computing entity plus (PCE+). The extended
OpenFlow module (EOM) assigns the wavelength and
establishes an end-to-end lightpath on the basis of the
AC request by controlling all corresponding OpenFlow-
enabled nodes along the computed path by using EOP.
Communication between SCs through parallel processes

Fig. 1. (a) Architecture and (b) functional models of SOFT.
DB: data base; NRVM: network resource VM; DBM: DB man-
agement; CSV: cross stratum virtualization.

(PP) meets the requirements of security, confidentiality,
and virtual information interaction in the operator. Both
AC and SC provide optional algorithms or strategies from
a policy database to improve scalability. By monitoring
the module in the AC and SC, an operator can clearly
observe available network and application resources.

The CSO of the application and optical network archi-
tecture is represented as G (V,L,W,A), where V de-
notes the set of wavelength switching nodes, L indicates
the set of bi-directional fiber links between nodes in V,
W is the set of wavelengths on each fiber link, and A
denotes the set of DC servers. N , L, W , and A represent
the number of network nodes, links, wavelengths, and
DC nodes, respectively. In each DC server, three time-
varying application stratum parameters describe the ser-
vice condition of the DC application resources, which

consist of memory utilization (U
(t)
R )-modeled RAM, CPU

usage (UC(t)), and I/O scheduling utilization (UI(t)).
From another perspective, the parameters of the network
stratum contain the occupied bandwidth (Bl) and prop-
agation delay (τl) of each link related to traffic cost and
the latency of the corresponding link, as well as the hop
(Hp) of each candidate path. Users are more concerned
with the QoS experience than with knowing which server
provides services. Therefore, for each application request
from source node s, it needs to allocate the required
network bandwidth (b), delay (τ), and application re-
sources (ar) in the DC. We denote theith traffic request
as TRi(s, b, τ, ar). TRi+1 arrives after the connection de-
mand (TRi) in sequence. Additionally, the appropriate
DC server can be chosen as the destination node accord-
ing to various strategies on the basis of traffic requests
and resource status.

On the basis of the functional SOFT architecture, we
propose a novel DGLB strategy with dynamic resource
rating for CSO and compare this strategy with RBS,
ABS, NBS, and SLB strategies. In the RBS strategy, the
destination node of the DC server is randomly selected
by the control plane when the application request arrives.
In the ABS strategy, the control plane chooses the server
node with the least application utilization as the destina-
tion on the basis of storage and CPU utilization to bal-
ance server load. NBS selects the node with the shortest
hop from the source to the destination by using Dijk-
stra’s algorithm. The SLB strategy chooses the server
with the lowest cost calculated statically by using both
application and network resources. These four strategies
have been discussed in our previous study[5]. According
to the DGLB strategy, the AC selects the server node
and the DC location as the destination on the basis of
the application status collected from the DC networks
and the network condition dynamically provided by the
SCs. The details and procedures of DGLB are presented
and analyzed hereafter.

Receiving a new traffic request through the SC, the
AC verifies this demand and maps this demand into re-
quest parameters, i.e., TRi(s, b, τ, ar). Once the traffic
demand requires DC resources and a cross-domain con-
nection, a suitable scenario of application resource oc-
cupation obtained from the DC networks can respond
to the certified demand. Simultaneously, AC customizes
the virtual network information with the desired granu-
larity from the SC. Given that parameter characteristics
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change over time, a dynamic resource rating method is
introduced to estimate the current importance of various
parameters by considering the latest resource occupation
statistics. The expectation of CPU utilization (EC [t0]) in
the last t0 time is useful for assessing the recent average
statistical CPU occupation, which is expressed as

EC [t|t = t0] =

tc
∑

t=tc−t0

U
(t)
C f

(t)
C

tc
∑

t=tc−t0

f
(t)
C

, t ∈ [tc − t0, tc], (1)

where tc and fC(t) indicate the current time and occurred
probability of CPU usage, respectively. By the same
principle, the expected RAM utilization and I/O schedul-
ing are described as ER [t0] and EI [t0], respectively.

According to the comparison of the expectations of the
three application parameters, an adjustable evaluation
rank rate kC, kR and kI for CPU, RAM utilization, and
I/O scheduling are used to describe their relative propor-
tions. To facilitate the realization of the DGLB strategy
using a large-scale SOFT-based testbed, the settings of
the evaluation rank rate in the strategy can be simplified
appropriately when the simplification does not affect the
process and effects of this strategy. We discretize the con-
tinuous rank value and assume several typical values for
simplicity, i.e., Ra, Rb, and Rc. Initially, the CPU has
the highest evaluation rank, with RAM ranking higher
than I/O scheduling. At this point, the evaluation ranks
satisfy the following expressions: kC = Ra, kR = Rb, kI =
Rc, Ra + Rb + Rc = 1, Ra > Rb > Rc. Ra, Rb, and Rc

are constants with priorities decreasing gradually, which
means that higher usage corresponds to higher prior-
ity. When ER [t0] or EI [t0] exceeds EC [t0], for instance,
ER [t0] > EC [t0] > EI [t0], the evaluation ranks are ad-
justed according to this change: kC = Rb, kR = Ra,
kI = Rc. Thus, kC, kR, and kI are dynamically modified
based on the feedback concerning variations in utilization
expectations. Therefore, the application occupation with
three application stratum parameters of each current DC
server is expressed as a dimensionless function:

fac

[

U
(t)
C , U

(t)
R , U

(t)
I , k

]

=
kC × U

(t)
C + kR × U

(t)
R + kI × U

(t)
I

kC + kR + kI
, (2)

in which these parameters are normalized to show a lin-
ear relationship among them.

Following the above method, the adjustable evaluation
rank rate kB, kτ between bandwidth and latency can be
dynamically adjusted in the network stratum. Thus, the
network function with the parameters of each current
node is expressed as a dimensionless function:

fbc [Bl, τl, Hp] = kB

Hp
∑

l=1

Bl

HpB
+kτ

Hp
∑

l=1

τl

Hpτ
, (3)

where B and Bl denote the total bandwidth and occu-
pied bandwidth of the link, respectively, and τl, τ , and
Hp denote the propagation delay of the link and the la-
tency and hop of the path, respectively.

Among the DC nodes, the candidate servers with the
first K minimum of application functions are selected by

the AC and expressed as the set Fa={fa1, fa2, · · · , fak}.
The candidate path between the source and each candi-
date server can then be calculated by using the minimum
network function and denoted as Fb={fb1, fb2, · · · , fbk}.
From a vector graphics standpoint, Fa can be seen as
a K-elements-sized vector space of K application occu-
pation vectors fa1, fa2, · · · , fak, with the mean vector fa

of vector space Fa expressing the center. The distance
between vector fa and mean vector fa is described by
‖ fa − fa ‖2. Among these vectors, vectors fai and faj

are farthest from and nearest to the mean vector fa, re-
spectively, and are chosen by

‖ fai − fa ‖2 = max∀a

{

‖ fa − fa ‖2

}

, ‖ faj − fa ‖2

= min∀a

{

‖ fa − fa ‖2

}

. (4)

The correlation coefficient of vectors fai and faj is cal-
culated as β, is shown as

β =
cov (fai, faj)

D (fai) · D (faj)

=
E (fai · faj) − E (fai) · E (faj)

√

E (f2
ai) − [E (fai)]

2 ·
√

E
(

f2
aj

)

− [E (faj)]
2
. (5)

The correlation coefficient is related with the degree of
DC load balancing. A larger coefficient indicates better
balancing in the DCs because the correlation coefficient
of the application occupation on different DC servers rep-
resents their degree of correlation. A larger correlation
coefficient indicates greater interdependence among the
server loads. Therefore, a larger coefficient indicates that
the server loads and DC servers can be more balanced.
In this study, we define α as the joint optimization factor
used to assess global resource utilization in the applica-
tion and network stratums, whereas the dynamic weight
between the network and application parameters is de-
scribed as β. According to Eq. (5), the application
utilization weight β changes dynamically based on the
degree of load balancing feedback. Thus, the joint opti-
mization factor α fulfills

α=
βfac

max {fa1, fa2 · · · fak}
+

(1 − β) fbc

max {fb1, fb2 · · · fbk}
. (6)

With regard to application and network utilization, the
node with a minimumαvalue on the basis of the joint
optimization factor is selected among the K candidates
as the destination node. Upon receiving the traffic re-
quest and the pairs of source and destination nodes from
AC, SC completes the end-to-end path computation with
SA-PCE in the connection and service parameter con-
straints, as well as performs wavelength assignment for
the computed path and lightpath provisioning by EOP.
The flowchart of the DGLB strategy with dynamic re-
source rating is shown in Fig. 2.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed strat-
egy, we set up the multi-domain optical networks with
DCs comprising both control and data planes on a
SOFT-based testbed (Fig. 3). In the data plane, four
OpenFlow-enabled ROADM nodes supporting 40 wave-
lengths and multi-granularity client-side interfaces are
equipped, and the DCs and other nodes are achieved on
an array of virtual machines created by VMware software
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the DGLB strategy. DRR: dynamic re-
source rating.

Fig. 3. SOFT-based testbed.

running at servers. Given that each virtual machine
has an operation system (OS) and its own independent
IP address, CPU, and memory resource, each virtual
machine can be considered a real node. The virtual
OS technology facilitates the easy setup of the exper-
iment topology on the basis of real edge, metro, and
core network configurations. The testbed consists of 1
000 nodes and is divided into 20 domains by either a
ring or a mesh[14]. The SCs are assigned to support the
SOFT architecture and are deployed in four servers for
SA-PCE computation and extended OpenFlow control.
The database servers are responsible for maintaining
the traffic engineering database, connection status, and
configuration of the optical network resources. The AC
server is used for DGLB and receives application and
network virtual resources from the DCs and SC of each
domain through another OpenFlow controller.

On the basis of the established testbed, we have exper-
imentally designed and implemented the DGLB strategy
and compared this strategy with RBS, ABS, NBS, and
SLB strategies on a SOFT-based testbed. Given the
large-scale network feature, we increase network traffic
from 100 to 500 Erlang in the service information gener-
ator of the testbed and assign the DC nodes to the core
side of each domain. The service application usage is

randomly selected from 1% to 0.1% for each application
demand. The network bandwidth required for each ap-
plication is assumed equivalent to one wavelength. Each
node supports 40 wavelengths without wavelength con-
version capability. For simplicity, we set the values of
Ra, Rb, Rc and t0 in the DGLB strategy as 50%, 30%,
20%, and 10 ms, respectively, according to the experience
of the experiments. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 4.

Figure 4(a) shows the comparison between the perfor-
mance of DGLB and other strategies in terms of load
balancing degree, which is defined as the correlation of
application usage in each DC server. When the load bal-
ancing degree increases, the effect of load balancing wors-
ens. Figure 4(a) shows that DGLB leads to significantly
lower load balancing degree compared with RBS, NBS,
and SLB strategies. The load balancing degree of DGLB
is close to that of the ABS. ABS computes only the node
considered in the application, and the path may not be
set up without sufficient wavelength resource. Figure
4(b) shows that the average hop of DGLB is clearly less
than that of the RBS and ABS strategies. Another phe-
nomenon occurs when the offered load increases, i.e., the
curve of DGLB becomes closer to that of SLB. This phe-
nomenon occurs because the DGLB strategy computes
the lightpath by dynamically considering both network
and application resources. By contrast, the RBS strategy
randomly chooses the destination node, whereas the ABS
strategy selects the destination node with the minimum
application occupation. The RBS and ABS strategies
cannot consider the network factor in the path compu-
tation, resulting in their average hops being higher than
that of the DGLB strategy. The NBS strategy considers
only network resource and calculates the path with the
minimum hop. The SLB focuses on selecting the node
with fixed proportion of network and application param-
eters. Therefore, more network resources are saved, and
the current network obtains fixed application resources
and sufficient network resources. Owing to immutable
parameters, SLB consumes an amount of application
resources in exchange for the slight improvement in the

Fig. 4. (a) Load balancing degrees, (b) average hop, (c) over-
all blocking probability, and (d) resource occupation rate of
five strategies.
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network stratum. Figure 4(c) shows that the overall
blocking probability determines the blocking situation
of both network and application, which is measured by
CPU and memory overflow. The DGLB strategy has
significantly lower overall blocking probability compared
with the other strategies, particularly when the network
is heavily loaded, because the DGLB generally considers
both application and network resources and dynamically
adjusts resource rank rate on the basis of the statisti-
cal feedback of the current resource status. Figure 4(d)
compares the performance of the five strategies in terms
of resource occupation rate, which represents the joint
usage of application and network resources. Results
show that the DGLB strategy significantly outperforms
the other strategies in terms of resource occupation rate
because the DGLB strategy enhances the utilization of
network and application resources by dynamically con-

sidering the scarcity degree of various resources. For
example, the DGLB strategy focuses on scarce resources
and facilitates a dynamic weight adjustment of the ap-
plication and network resources.

With regard to the specified request, we have verified
the protocol implementation for lightpath provision-
ing by using the DGLB strategy in the SOFT-testbed
through Wireshark. The specified request is set from the
source node in the domain governed by SC1. On the ba-
sis of the DGLB result in AC, two domains governed by
SC1 and SC2 are related to the computed path, and the
destination node is located in the SC2 domain. Figure
5 shows the Wireshark captures deployed in the AC. As
shown in Fig. 5, the computation latency of the DGLB
strategy for the dynamic traffic is approximately 15.3
ms between receiving the traffic request and sending the
results to the corresponding SC.

Fig. 5. Wireshark capture of the message sequence for SOFT in AC. WA: wavelength assignment.

Fig. 6. Comparison of DGLB based on SOFT and GMPLS
for path provisioning latency.

We also compare the performance of DGLB based
on SOFT with that of the GMPLS-based control plane
in terms of path provisioning latency. The results re-
lated to GMPLS are measured on another testbed[14].
Figure 6 shows that the DGLB based on SOFT out-
performs the GMPLS-based control plane in terms of
average lightpath setup latency. This result can be at-
tributed to the capability of the DGLB strategy in the
centralized model to facilitate parallel computing, re-
source assignment and reservation, and simultaneous
control of all nodes, which relatively reduces the calcula-
tion time compared with the distributed method. As the
traffic load increases, the difference decreases because
more requests require queuing in the AC, which in turn
increases the calculation time of the DGLB strategy as
well as the delay time.

In conclusion, we propose a CSO-oriented unified
control architecture SOFT in OpenFlow-enabled triple-
M optical networks by introducing the DGLB strategy.
We experimentally demonstrate a SOFT-based testbed
with 1000 virtual nodes to achieve the DGLB strategy
for CSO and compare the DGLB strategy with other
strategies. Numerical results show that DGLB based on
SOFT can effectively utilize cross-optical network and
application stratum resources, resulting in lower overall
blocking probability and in enhanced end-to-end respon-
siveness of DC services.
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